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When it comes to stolen vehicles, OnStar® knows that every second counts. We can provide 

law enforcement with the vehicle’s speed and real-time location using GPS coordinates and 

aerial imagery to quickly assist with the recovery of a stolen vehicle. And once law enforcement 

determines that conditions are appropriate, we can send a signal to gradually slow the vehicle, 

helping authorities apprehend the thief and avoid high-speed chases.

LEARN MORE AT PUBLIC-SAFETY.ONSTAR.COM

Requires paid plan, working electrical system, cell reception, GPS signal, armed GM factory-installed theft-deterrent system, contact method on file and enrollment to receive 
alerts. Additional messaging and data rates may apply. Services are intended to assist with vehicle recovery and do not prevent theft or protect against damage or loss. See 
onstar.com for details and limitations. The marks of General Motors, its divisions, slogans, emblems, vehicle model names, vehicle body designs and other marks appearing in this 
advertisement are the trademarks and/or service marks of General Motors, its subsidiaries, affiliates or licensors. ©2022 General Motors. ©2022 OnStar LLC. All rights reserved.
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2021 NRA LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER OF THE YEAR

FBI Releases 2021  
Statistics on Law  

Enforcement Officers  
Killed in the Line  

of Duty

 On Monday, August 30th, 2021, at ap-
proximately 1:08 p.m., deputies of the Bre-
vard County, Florida, Sheriff’s Office were 
conducting a joint operation with members 
of the United States Border Patrol in an in-
terdiction operation along Interstate 95 in 
Brevard County.

During this time, Brevard County Dep-
uty Tyler Thoman conducted a traffic stop 
for a broken taillight on a vehicle near the 
intersection of Highway 192 and Columbia 
Lane in West Melbourne, Florida.

Upon approaching the subject vehicle, it 
was observed that there was a male driv-
er, a female in the front passenger’s seat, 
another male in the right rear passenger’s 

seat, and an infant in a child safety seat 
behind the driver.

During the course of the traffic stop, the 
driver, who did not have in his possession 
a driver’s license, was asked to step from 
the vehicle. Deputy Thoman also requested 
another deputy to assist him at the scene.

Brevard County Deputy Brian Pot-
ters responded to assist and parked his 
marked patrol vehicle to the right of Depu-
ty Thoman’s vehicle.

Deputy Thoman then asked the female 
front seat passenger to exit the vehicle 
and come to the front of his patrol vehicle 
so he could talk to her. After a few minutes, 
Deputy Thoman asked Deputy Potters, 
who was standing near the suspect vehi-
cle, to ask the backseat male passenger 
to exit the vehicle.

As the subject exited the vehicle, he 
produced a short barreled AR-15 style rifle 
and began to fire at the deputies, with the 
deputies defending themselves with their 
pistols. During this gunfight, Deputy Pot-
ters suffered a gunshot wound to his left 
ankle and the suspect was wounded in 
the leg. The deputies sought cover behind 
Deputy Thoman’s patrol vehicle and had 
lost sight of the suspect when they moved 
to cover.

The suspect had actually followed the 
deputies and, as the deputies were trying 
to locate the suspect, he appeared behind 
Deputy Potters and struck him violently 
in the back of the head with the rifle, with 

both the deputy and the suspect falling to 
the ground and struggling with each oth-
er. The suspect continued to strike Deputy 
Potters in the face and head with the ri-
fle and Deputy Thoman, who was able to 
move to a position where he could fire his 
pistol at the suspect, did so, striking him 
multiple times, ending his savage attack 
on Deputy Potters.

The suspect, a career criminal with over 
40 previous arrests, including 23 violent 
felonies, was out on bond for two felony 
drug charges and had two felony warrants 
outstanding, when the incident occurred. 
He was also using a rifle which had been 
stolen from a local jurisdiction in the coun-
ty. The suspect died from his injuries.

Deputy Potters had multiple jaw frac-
tures, a fractured orbital socket, as well 
as lacerations to his head, and underwent 
surgery for the gunshot wound. He has re-
covered from his injuries. 

Deputy Tyler Thoman exhibited excep-
tional bravery and courage while facing 
the armed violent suspect and Deputy 
Thoman’s actions not only saved his own 
life, but the life of fellow Deputy Potters. As 
such, it is with great honor and pride that 
the National Rifle Association names Dep-
uty Tyler Thoman as the 2021 NRA Law 
Enforcement Officer of the Year!

A video of the incident has been re-
leased by the Brevard County Sheriff’s 
Office which can be viewed on YouTube at 
https://tinyurl.com/zxmjpu36

 Published by the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI), this report pro-
vides the 2021 statistics on the law 
enforcement officers killed in line-of-
duty incidents. Of these, 73 officers 
died as a result of felonious acts and 
56 officers died in accidents. Com-
prehensive data tables about these 
incidents and brief narratives describ-
ing the fatal attacks were released 
recently in the Law Enforcement Of-
ficers Killed and Assaulted (LEOKA) 
portion on the FBI’s Law Enforcement 
Data Explorer. 

A copy of the full report can be read 
at https://tinyurl.com/2p8nbr26

Published by the 
Bureau of Justice’s 
National Training and 
Technical Assistance 
Center, these broad 
resources are avail-
able to agencies and 
communities as they 
assess their situational readiness and 
develop comprehensive emergency re-
sponse plans. The resources include sev-
eral helpful tools to guide response to the 
immediate, short-term and ongoing needs 
of victims and responders in mass casual-
ty incidents. There are also federal funding 
sources to support response and recovery. 

To view the list of resources, visit 
https://tinyurl.com/yc4mzyb4

Resources Available 
for Responding to 

Mass Violence
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T
he ever changing world of technol-
ogy is a fascinating study. There
was a time when the lead pencil
was considered the height of tech-

nology. Automobiles without air condition-
ing which chugged along at a blazing 25
mph were the fancy of only the wealthy
elite, as was propeller airplane travel. Po-
lice work has a similar evolution.

work, I got a job at the Fontainebleau-Hil-
ton Hotel in Miami Beach as a security

-
cause the hotel was huge – a miniature
city. During the height of tourist season,
the place would be jammed with upwards
of 4,000 guests, serviced by another 2,000
plus employees. It was the grande dame

detectives to collaborate with us. After
all, the place had celebrities and upscale
tourists coming in regularly and all kinds
of crazy stuff happened there. One of
those detectives was a retired NYPD de-
tective named Jimmy Darienzo. Jimmy
and I had some great talks. He would talk
to me about his days on the force, walking
a foot beat in the South Bronx. I loved lis-
tening to him. Jimmy recounted his days
as a rookie foot beat and how, when you

your wooden nightstick on the sidewalk.

was the early 50s. The sound of a police
nightstick on the sidewalk – which was
hollow underneath because of the sub-
way and sewer systems – made a very

The story resonated with me as, just
two years after that conversation, I would
be venturing out onto the streets to work

-
ments. But, that would be December of

radios and our backups were in cars. On
our belts, we also had a pair of “speed

Many times, in that wild and woolly juris-
diction, I would call for backup on some
pretty hairy encounters. I thought of Jim-

Besides the two-way radio, we carried
the Monadnock® PR-24® in place of the

ton of training with the PR-24, but, in my
nearly seven years of uniform patrol, I

success. They were long and metal and
bumped against our legs. They added
weight to our already heavy belts. As
such, we ended up using our hands or
revolvers to control people in threatening
and dangerous encounters. When we
underwent Field Force (riot) training, the
PR-24 was a big part of crowd confron-
tation scenarios. There was something
that the department came up with called

-
dle end of your PR-24 on your riot shield
while you dragged one foot, monster-like,
toward the crowd. With my PR-24 and
ridiculously hot and heavy body armor, I
felt like the ultimate modern cop.

Later, the PR-24 was phased out (as

wiser choice, I thought, as it was compact

The baton also had this dramatic effect
of expanding with a swing of the wrist.
It locked in place with a metallic snap –

The Things We Carry
RAMESH NYBERG
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…AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
Continued from page 6
much more intimidating than the PR-24. 
Ballistic body armor became slimmer and 
more comfortable to wear and, by this 
time, I was out of uniform and in homicide 
wearing a tie and a semiauto handgun     
(woo-hoo!). 

Alongside these developments, the law 
enforcement industry ushered in a new 
wave of modernized restraint and “less-
than-lethal” devices: the RIPP™ Hobble 
restraint strap; “flex cuffs;” and, of course, 
the TASER® system. The Hobble was kind 
of cool in that, when used properly, you 
could very quickly secure someone’s legs. 
We thought it was funny because it was 
really a more dignified way of “hog-tying” 
someone. I don’t know whatever hap-
pened to it, though. It kind of ended up in 
the police attic of stuff to carry around.

By 1986 in the Miami-Dade Police De-
partment, radio communications were also 
upgraded dramatically. In the “old days,” 
you keyed the mike on your handheld and 
no one knew who you were until you said 
your unit number. There were incidents 
of people “goofing off” and saying stupid 
things or making funny noises on the air, 
all anonymously. This pissed off the dis-
patchers to no end. Then, stuff started go-
ing digital and computer technology began 
to take control of the airwaves. You keyed 
your mike and your unit number showed 
up on the dispatcher’s screen. They even 
created an emergency button on the top 
of the handheld which could automatically 
activate a “need emergency assistance” 
signal to the dispatcher. It was much bet-
ter in terms of safety if you were in trou-
ble, of course, but the days of transmitting 
asinine stunts were over. The pranksters 
on our squads had to slink back into the 
shadows. Still, one famous transmission is 
legend down here and I was working that 
insanely quiet midnight shift to witness it. It 
was about 0230 and there wasn’t a call or 
a transmission for almost two hours, save 
for the dispatcher announcing the FCC re-
quired station call sign.

Someone keyed the mike and said, “I’m 
going f----in’ crazy!”

The annoyed dispatcher shot back, 
“QSM unit!? [Identify yourself]”

After a few second’s pause, the same 
voice said, “I’m not that f----in’ crazy!”

And, you heard radio applause (multi-
ple “clicking” of mikes) go on for a good 
20 seconds. The incident got everybody 
laughing and kept us awake that stark 
night and the culprit was never identified, 
though we had a couple of strong sus-
pects.

Incidents like these are only good for 
squad room war stories in 2022, howev-
er. Law enforcement is so engaged with 
technology that it’s been hard for a retired 
guy like me to keep up. The most impact-

ful tool is the body cam. It’s just one more 
thing officers are adorned with when they 
go out on patrol and its invention has 
caused much controversy – and extra 
work for many – in both administrative 
and legal circles. The body cam has creat-
ed a new dimension in police/community 
relations, as well as new challenges for 
prosecutors and defense attorneys alike. 
Besides uniform-worn cameras, police de-
partments big and small are incorporating 
drone technology into patrol and investi-
gative efforts. This, too, has created terra 
incognita for the legal eagles in our depart-
ments, not to mention Fourth Amendment 
concerns from coast to coast. I happen to 
believe that drones are a great addition to 
police work. Like anything else, though, 
they need to be used responsibly or we’ll 
run afoul of Constitutional challenges and 
lose them, just like we lost certain crime 
prevention statutes in the late 60s and 
early 70s.

There is a plethora of new devices and 
systems being introduced into the law 
enforcement world. One only has to leaf 
through the pages of this very magazine 
to see how private industry has profited 
from the wide array of weapons, laser 
devices, vehicles, drones, cameras, and 
safety devices police departments are 
buying. What many in the public don’t un-
derstand is that most of these inventions 
and products are designed to help police 
be more efficient and to help us be more 
responsive to the needs of our communi-
ties. They are not – as many people be-
lieve – an effort to make police more mili-
taristic or invasive.

Jimmy Darienzo has long since passed 
on, but I’d love to see what he would have 
thought of all this high-tech stuff cops 
carry around today. Someone might read 
this article 40 years from now and say the 
same thing about me. As cool and useful 
as all of our tech toys are, none of them 
make us better police officers; in fact, they 
complicate the job.

Being better at what we do can’t be 
purchased. That part is up to the human 
beings.P&SN 

 Ramesh Nyberg retired from law en-
forcement in November 2006 after 27 
years in police work. He lives in Miami 
and teaches criminal justice at a local 
high school. He also teaches region-
al law enforcement courses through 
Training Force, USA. He enjoys get-
ting feedback from readers and can be 
reached at ramesh.nyberg@gmail.com. 
Also, Ram has recently announced his 
newly published book, The Ten Must-
Haves to Be a Great Detective, avail-
able on Amazon in both paperback and 
Kindle eBook. You can find it by visiting 
https://tinyurl.com/hwc2xajm                                             
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I n New York State Rifle & Pistol As-
sociation, Inc. v. Bruen, 597 U.S. 
___ (2022), the United States Su-
preme Court invalidated New York 
State’s system for issuing concealed 

firearm permits, ruling that New York’s 
law requiring applicants to demonstrate 
“proper cause,” that is, a “special need 
for self-protection,” violates the Second 
Amendment.
 Previously, in District of Columbia v. 
Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008), and McDon-
ald v. Chicago, 561 U.S. 742 (2010), the 
Court recognized that the Second and 
Fourteenth Amendments protect the right 
of an ordinary, law-abiding citizen to pos-
sess a handgun in the home for self-de-
fense. Here, in Bruen, the Court now holds, 
consistent with Heller and McDonald, that 
“the Second and Fourteenth Amendments 
protect an individual’s right to carry a hand-
gun for self-defense outside the home.”
 According to the Court, 43 states are 
“shall issue” jurisdictions, where author-
ities must issue concealed carry licens-
es whenever applicants satisfy certain 
threshold requirements, without granting 
licensing officials discretion to deny licens-
es based on a perceived lack of need or 
suitability. But, in six states, including New 
York, the government further conditions 
issuance of a license to carry on a citi-
zen’s showing of some additional special 
or urgent need. Because New York State 
issues public carry licenses only when an 
applicant demonstrates a special need 
for self-defense, the Court held that the li-
censing regime violates the Constitution.
 Writing for the Court, Justice Thomas 
specifically mentioned that carry permit 
laws in California, the District of Columbia, 
Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, and 
New Jersey shared New York’s constitu-
tional flaw.
 In New York, a license applicant who 
wants to possess a firearm at home (or 
in his place of business) must convince a 
“licensing officer” – usually a judge or law 
enforcement officer – that, among other 
things, he is of good moral character, has 
no history of crime or mental illness, and 
that “no good cause exists for the denial of 
the license.” If the applicant wants to carry 
a firearm outside his home or place of busi-
ness for self-defense, the applicant must 
obtain an unrestricted license to “have 
and carry” a concealed “pistol or revolver.” 

That requires the applicant to prove that 
“proper cause exists” to issue it. New York 
case law provides that an applicant shows 
proper cause only if he can “demonstrate 
a special need for self-protection distin-
guishable from that of the general commu-
nity.” In this regard, the Court noted that 
the “special need” standard is “demand-
ing.” For example, living or working in an 
area “noted for criminal activity” does not 
suffice. “Rather, New York courts generally 
require evidence ‘of particular threats, at-
tacks or other extraordinary danger to per-
sonal safety.’ ” This requirement, held the 
Court, violates the Second Amendment 
and Fourteenth Amendments. 
 Said the Court:
 The constitutional right to bear arms in 
public for self-defense is not “a second-class 
right, subject to an entirely different body of 
rules than the other Bill of Rights guaran-
tees.” We know of no other constitutional 
right that an individual may exercise only 
after demonstrating to government officers 
some special need. That is not how the First 
Amendment works when it comes to unpop-
ular speech or the free exercise of religion. 
It is not how the Sixth Amendment works 
when it comes to a defendant’s right to con-
front the witnesses against him. And, it is not 
how the Second Amendment works when it 
comes to public carry for self-defense.
 New York’s proper-cause requirement vi-
olates the Fourteenth Amendment in that it 
prevents “law-abiding citizens with ordinary 
self-defense needs from exercising their 
right to keep and bear arms.” 
 Going forward, consistent with Heller and 
McDonald, to determine whether a firearm 
regulation is consistent with the Second 
Amendment, courts should consider “at least 
two relevant metrics: first, whether modern 

and historical regulations impose a compa-
rable burden on the right of armed self-de-
fense and, second, whether that regulatory 
burden is comparably justified.” Because “in-
dividual self-defense” is “the central compo-
nent” of the Second Amendment right, these 
two metrics are “central considerations” 
when determining whether the particular 
regulation is constitutional permissible.

No Right to Sue for a Miranda Violation
 In Vega v. Tekoh, 597 U.S. ___ (2022), 
the United States Supreme Court ad-
dressed the question of whether an indi-
vidual may sue a police officer under 42 
U.S.C. §1983, based on the allegedly im-
proper admission of an “un-Mirandized” 
statement in a criminal prosecution. Al-
though the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 
held that the use of Tekoh’s un-Mirandized 
statement provided a valid basis for a 
§1983 claim against Vega, the Supreme 
Court rejected that extension of the Miran-
da case law.
 The facts of the case unfolded at the 
Los Angeles medical center where Ter-
ence Tekoh was working as a certified 
nursing assistant. When a female patient 
accused him of sexually assaulting her, 
the hospital staff reported the accusation 
to the County Sheriff’s Department and 

Supreme Court Eliminates the  
“Special Need” Requirement 
for Carry Permits LARRY E. HOLTZ, ESQ.
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Deputy Vega responded. “Vega questioned Tekoh at length in the 
hospital and Tekoh eventually provided a written statement apol-

undisputed that Vega never informed Tekoh of his Miranda rights.
 Tekoh was arrested and charged in California state court with 
unlawful sexual penetration and his confession was admitted 
into evidence. When the jury returned a verdict of not guilty, Te-
koh sued Vega under §1983 for the alleged violation of his Fifth 
Amendment right against compelled self-incrimination.
 Disagreeing with the Ninth Circuit and Tekoh, the United States 
Supreme Court held that a violation of the Miranda rule does not 

reminded that a Miranda violation is not tantamount to a viola-
tion of the Fifth Amendment. Miranda itself and subsequent cas-
es “make clear that Miranda imposed a set of prophylactic rules. 

Dickerson v. United 
States, 530 U.S. 428, 440 [2000]).

Miranda did not hold that a violation of the rules it es-
tablished necessarily constitute a Fifth Amendment viola-

-
wise. For one thing, it is easy to imagine many situations 
in which an un-Mirandized suspect in custody may make 
self-incriminating statements without any hint of compul-

have retained or appointed counsel present during ques-
tioning, that do not concern self-incrimination per se, but 
are instead plainly designed to safeguard that right. And, 

the same is true of Miranda -
er of the right to remain silent and the right to an attorney. 

  Accordingly, “a violation of Miranda does not necessarily con-
stitute a violation of the Constitution and, therefore, such a viola-

Court:
Miranda, Dickerson, and the other cases in that line 

a Miranda
-

 Because a violation of Miranda is not itself a violation 
-

tion for expanding Miranda to confer a right to sue under 
§1983, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed, 
and the case is remanded. P&SN

Larry E. Holtz has served as a Detective Sergeant with the 
Atlantic City, New Jersey, Police Department; a Deputy Attorney 
General for the state of New Jersey, and an Assistant Coun-
ty Prosecutor. Presently, Mr. Holtz is the Managing Editor of 
Blue360° Media, the largest US provider of legal information 
which is solely focused on serving law enforcement.  

basis. He is a member of the bar in New Jersey, Pennsylvania 
and the District of Columbia and is admitted to practice before 
the federal bar in the District of New Jersey and the Third Circuit.
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Protector II 
 Body Camera
ALL OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR  

LIVE STREAMING,  STORAGE,  MAINTENANCE &  
MANAGEMENT INCLUDED.

Sentinel Camera Systems, LLC

Proudly designed & built in the USA
Ph: 631.434.1370

zistos.com/tact1

• Options to interface with a cell-modem for
  remote video transmission in real-time

• Rugged 5”and 10” Tablet available; pole, wrist 
  or chest mount options 

• Camera functions can also be controlled remotely 
  with the tablet’s touchscreen

• Multiple cables and telescopic poles from 3’– 30’ 

• Manual or motorized remote camera articulation 
  available, pan +/- 120 degrees

• Interchangeable cameras: 10X IR Optical Zoom, 
  Dual Mode Thermal (true thermal image), 
  Under Door, and 30X Optical Zoom

CONTACT 
US FOR A
DEMO

TODAY!

ZistosHD Tactical Video 
ENCRYPTED WIRELESS, POLE CAMERA SYSTEM
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AXIS W101 Body Worn Camera
 The AXIS W101 Body Worn Camera pro-
vides sharp images in every frame and clear 
audio with noise suppression. It’s robust, 
water-resistant, easy to use, and mounts 
securely to clothing. It buffers up to 90 sec-
onds before you switch it on, so you’ll catch 
the whole encounter. The AXIS W101 also 
has stealth mode for surreptitious recording. 
With a battery life of over 12 hours at 1080p; 
charging on the go with any USB-C charger; 
and fast offloading make it ready to go when 
you are and a snap to put away.
 The AXIS W101 Body Worn Camera 
features Axis Zipstream technology, so you 
can store as much footage as you need 
without compromising video quality – onsite 
or in the cloud. The AXIS W101 also lives 
up to official FBI standards for cybersecurity 
with end-to-end encryption. Open standards 
and cost-efficient docking stations with a 
separate controller make it easy to add as 
many cameras as you want anytime.
 axis.com/bodyworn

New FOCUS X2 Body Worn Camera
 The FOCUS X2 Body Camera, from 
Safe Fleet®, features advancements in pow-
er management with full shift battery life (up 
to 15 hours) and on duty HD recording. It 
delivers reliable, high quality video and au-
dio evidence; instant status notification text 
and icon displays; pre-recording up to two 
minutes leading up to an event; automatic 
trigger functionality; and secure, encrypted, 
always connected (local, Wi-Fi and cellu-
lar) end-to-end wireless uploads. Together 
with the Safe Fleet Nexus™ evidence man-
agement platform, evidence gathering and 
management is easier and more reliable. 

safefleet.net

Improvements to the PROTECTOR II
 The PROTECTOR II Body-Worn Cam-
era with 4G LTE technology, from Sentinel 
Camera Systems, has added to its capabil-
ity of direct transmission of 
live video, audio and GPS 
locations in real time to a 
central command center. 
Now, it has the capability of 
having the streaming video 
automatically saved and 
stored in the appropriate 
Evidence Management 
System, eliminating the 
need for additional record-
ing and downloading of the data. 
 The audio being recorded on the video 
can now be muted and not recorded by 
pressing a control button on the side of the 
camera; and the audio can be reactivated 
by pressing the control button. In addition, 
the camera can now be connected to a Wi-
Fi hot spot for video streaming and video 
transfer by using the Wi-Fi direct function on 
a smartphone.
 sentinelcamerasystems.com

Smartphone Body and Dash Camera Solutions
 The Visual Labs smartphone body camera 
solution uses a fully functioning smartphone as 
the recording device and provides all the features 
which camera-only devices offer and much more. By 
harnessing both the connectivity and computational 
power of the smartphone, the Visual Labs solution provides many 
advanced features, including automatic upload of footage from the field; 
providing real-time situational awareness via a live video and audio feed; 
providing real-time positional awareness; taking evidentiary photos and 
audio recordings; tagging, captioning and setting retention policies for 
footage directly on the device; and backup communication as a fully functional smartphone.
 In addition, Visual Labs offers a smartphone-based dash camera solution to complement 
its Body Worn Camera (BWC) solution. Agencies can easily manage their BWC and dash cam-
era footage using a single evidence management platform. The dash camera system is simple 
to use and install, and offers significant cost savings over existing dash camera products.
 visuallabsinc.com

New 4K Panoramic Front Camera
 i-PRO Americas Inc. recently announced the launch of its new 4K Panoramic Front Cam-
era for police vehicles, the WV-VCF41P. A component of i-PRO’s ICV4000 In-Car Video 
(ICV) system, the new camera is designed for agen-
cies wanting wide-angle coverage and high resolution 
capture of video evidence.
 The WV-VCF41P is engineered to provide a full 150 
degree field of view. The camera lens also minimizes 
distortion and edge warping, resulting in the widest 
angle offered, and the camera’s 4K sensor is i-PRO’s 
highest resolution sensor for mobile video evidence 
applications. This advanced lens and sensor combi-
nation enables detailed forensic zooming into areas of 
interest without image blurring, providing clear video evidence.
 The WV-VCF41P features a 32:9 aspect ratio image which reduces storage requirements 
by cropping away unnecessary areas, such as the sky or a vehicle’s hood, allowing agencies 
to concentrate on the relevant parts of the evidence. 
 i-pro.com/us/en/publicsafety

AXIS Body Worn Assistant
 The AXIS Body Worn Assistant is an 
app for iPhone® or Android which gives us-

ers instant access to 
stored recordings on 
their AXIS W101 Body 
Worn Camera. Officers 
can start their reporting 
while out in the field by 
categorizing a record-
ing and attaching notes 
to it. All added informa-
tion becomes part of 
the metadata and is 
automatically trans-
ferred off the camera 

when docked. The Live View function as-
sists users to position the camera correctly 
on their body and can be used to view live 
action from around a corner or behind a bar-
rier. By using the help function, officers can 
also access user documentation on how to 
operate the camera.
 axis.com/bodyworn

Body-worn and In-car Video Systems
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Helping some of the 
largest law enforcement 
agencies capture and 
manage video evidence  
for over 40 years.

We’ve brought COBAN and Mobile-Vision, 

two pioneering in-car video brands together 

to help agencies navigate the future of digital 

evidence with confidence.

WE HELP YOU
CAPTURE THE EVIDENCE
SECURE THE TRUTH
Body Cameras | In-car Video | ALPR | Evidence Cloud

Want to learn more? Book a meeting: www.safefleet.net/book-a-meeting-le
Meet with us at IACP Booth #6816

1.866.812.6226 safefleet.net
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T
here are too many documented in-
stances of a suspect telling an offi-
cer, “I can’t breathe,” only to hear the 
officer say, “If you’re talking, you’re 

breathing.” Another example is a hand-
cuffed suspect who tells an officer, “These 
handcuffs are too tight,” only to be told by 
the officer, “They weren’t made for com-
fort,” or “As you wear them, they will soft-
en.” Because these are not isolated exam-
ples, you, too, can probably think of similar 
phrases you have heard from colleagues. 
One possible explanation for these types 
of responses is a lack of training in critical 
thinking. 
   College Web sites promise critical think-
ing will be taught to learners, yet few 
undergraduate programs include it. Pro-
fessors claim to teach it, but few evaluate 
their students on it. Public safety acade-
my and in-service instructors support its 
teaching, but few can give examples of 
where to find it in curricula or how it can 
be evaluated. Yet, in frustration, many 
administrators and/or colleagues will 
ask, “What was the officer thinking? Why 
didn’t (s)he do something? These officers 
can’t think today. Why won’t officers make 
better decisions?”
  Public safety personnel are expected 
by the public, by their administrators and 
by others to engage in critical thinking 
when confronted with a situation. This 
presumption, which some people argue 

is indispensable for public safety person-
nel, reinforces it as a core task within the 
job description of public safety personnel. 
The Supreme Court of the United States 
(SCOTUS) held in City of Canton, Ohio v. 
Harris, 489 U.S. 378 (1989) that munic-
ipalities have an affirmative duty to train 
employees in core tasks. Municipalities 
and/or policymakers which fail to conduct 
such training may be found to be “deliber-
ately indifferent” when it can be shown that 
there was an obvious need for more or dif-
ferent training, and the failure to train was 
likely to result in the violation of a person’s 
constitutional rights. In short, it is vital to in-
clude education and training about critical 
thinking in recruit and in-service training 
programs.

Critical Thinking Defined
   There are many critical thinking defini-
tions, all focusing on the process of evalu-
ating spoken or written statements. Critical 
thinking involves active listening, reading, 
evaluation of behavioral cues and signs, 
looking for hidden agendas, and thinking 
through the consequences of a person’s 
or a document’s claim(s). In other words, 
officers must carefully and deliberately 
determine if a person’s claim(s) should 
be accepted, rejected or if suspension of 
judgment is in order before deciding a per-
son’s claim is true or false. Officers must 
also identify and consider the potential 

outcomes and consequences of ignoring 
such claims. For this article, the focus is 
limited to an individual’s claim. 

Claims Which Require Critical 
Thinking
   Almost every day, public safety person-
nel engage people who may make claims 
about what the officer or others are doing, 
have done and so forth. Examples include 
saying, “I can’t breathe,” “I didn’t take no 
drugs,” “I didn’t do anything,” “I didn’t hit 
him,” and “Stop using excessive force.” 
Of course, the last claim may come in 
the form of a written “Citizen Complaint” 
which requires interviewing the officer(s) 
involved and performing an investigation. 
Internal Investigators and administrators 
must then use their critical thinking skills to 
judge if the claims are true, but that discus-
sion is for another article.

Critical Thinking Steps
   Regardless of the critical thinking defi-
nition adopted and used, there are three 
basic steps involved in critical thinking:
1. Evaluating the information available 

and/or received from the individual or 
others and then assessing it (e.g., “I’m 
having difficulty breathing”). The officer 
must analyze and weigh the arguments 
and/or evidence presented. The officer 
must try to separate fact from opinion.

Critical 
Thinking: 
A Core Task of 
Public Safety 

Employees

Critical thinking skills enable law 
enforcement personnel to analyze 
information and process it wisely 
in order to help determine the  
value of that information and 
make a decision.

John G. Peters, Jr., Ph.D.
©2022. A.R.R.
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2. Determining if the claim appears to be 
true (err on the side of the claim) and 

3. Forming a conclusion which, based 
on the officer’s reasoning, most likely, 
the person’s claim is true or false or, if 
there is not enough information, sus-
pending judgment until more informa-
tion has been obtained. Officers must 
also be aware of any conscious and/

or unconscious bias creeping into their 
decision-making process.

  Obviously, education, training, experience, 
and organizational culture may impact an 
officer’s ability to think critically about a 
claim made by individuals or others. Ask 
yourself, “Have I been trained to think criti-
cally?” Even more legally focused, has your 
employer trained you to use and apply the 
three critical thinking steps and also eval-
uate you on your conclusion when given 
situational-based scenarios? If “no,” your 
employer may have failed to train you and 
other employees on how to objectively eval-
uate a claim made by an individual and then 
reach a conclusion about it, in addition to 
creating a potential failure to train liability 
argument.
 Asking officers how they used the three 
critical thinking steps to evaluate claims 
at the end of a scenario-based training 
exercise is important for the trainer to ful-
ly understand how officers arrived at their 
conclusions. If one or more conclusions are 
faulty and cannot be substantiated, remedi-
al review and instruction can be immediate-
ly given to those officers before immersing 
them in another situational-based scenario.

Training
  Public safety instructors must include 
critical thinking concepts, steps and skills 
in their educating and training of recruits 
and experienced colleagues. Incorporate 
into written lesson plans critical thinking 
definitions, concepts, evaluation steps, 
applications, possible consequences, 
and competency-based testing before 
instructing officers about critical thinking. 
Doing so will help to make recruits and 
officers better problem solvers, decision 
makers and also help to defeat plaintiff 
claims of failing to train officers in the 
core task of critical thinking. 
 Instruction in critical thinking must be 
viewed as a continuing process and not 
as a project. Simply providing a single 
lecture on the subject is not enough. 
Critical thinking must be reinforced daily 
through roll call training, by field training 
officers and by supervisors. Debriefing 
of incidents involving suspects or other 
claims which were evaluated and decid-
ed by officers is another excellent way 
to review critical thinking steps and how 
officers made judgments about those 
claims.     

As shown in the diagram, skills 
required for critical thinking include 
evaluating, reasoning, analyzing, 
decision making, and problem solving.

WE PRODUCE IN SMALL QUANTITIES, 
EACH OF OUR STATIONS CRAFTING NO MORE 

THAN 20,000 ROUNDS PER DAY. WE’RE A 
BOUTIQUE AMMO COMPANY IN THAT SENSE.

more is not better.
better is better.
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Our process is slow, 
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BEING MADE. SLOW SO THAT EVERY SINGLE 
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WE STARTED BY HAND-LOADING AMMO 
WE COULD COUNT ON IN THE LINE OF DUTY. 

FOUR DECADES LATER AND WE’RE STILL

independently owned,
STILL MAKING A PRODUCT 
WE’D STAKE OUR LIVES ON.

CRITICAL THINKING: A CORE TASK OF PUBLIC SAFETY EMPLOYEES
Continued from page 16
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Critical thinking enables officers to 
improve their ability to reason objectively 
through the many complex problems 
they face.
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Experience 
	 An	 officer’s	 experience	 may	 enhance	
or	hinder	his/her	ability	to	think	critically	in	
a	variety	of	situations.	Officers	with	more	
life	experience	or	with	critical	thinking	train-
ing	 may	 develop	 better	 critically	 thinking	
skill	sets	and	thus	better	decision-making	
than	 those	 officers	 with	 limited	 experi-
ence.	 Experience	may	 include	 education	
and	training.	But,	don’t	be	fooled	by	a	col-
league	who	boasts	20	years	of	“on	the	job”	
experience	because,	for	some	people,	it	is	
nothing	more	than	one	year	of	experience	
duplicated	for	19	more	years.	Life	experi-
ences	are	often	subjective,	limited	in	scope	
and	may	not	be	good	indicators	of	critical	
thinking	 skills.	 Many	 people	 can	 think	 of	
family	members	or	colleagues	who	will	not	
make	decisions	because	they	are	afraid	of	
making	a	mistake;	do	not	want	to	be	held	
accountable;	or	who	simply	cannot	critical-
ly	think	about	and	evaluate	the	information	
given	to	them,	thus	prohibiting	them	from	
deciding.	One	must	 remember,	 however,	
that	failure	to	make	a	decision	is	a	decision	
to	not	make	one!	

Organizational Culture
	 The	 organizational	 culture	 where	 offi-
cers	work	or	are	assigned	may	impact	their	
critical	thinking	skills.	Wheelen	and	Hunger	
(2006)	 defined	 organizational	 culture	 as	
“the	collection	of	beliefs,	expectations	and	
values	 learned	 and	 shared	 by	 the	 [orga-
nization’s]	members	and	transmitted	from	
one	generation	of	employees	to	another	.	
.	.	and	generally	reflects	the	[leaders]	and	
the	mission	of	the	[organization].”	The	or-
ganizational	culture	also	includes	the	sub-
cultures	throughout	the	organization.
	 Have	you	ever	worked	 for	a	strict,	 by	
the	book	supervisor,	only	to	be	promoted	
or	 transferred	 to	 another	 unit	 where	 the	
supervisor	 was	 disinterested	 or	 worse,	
telling	 everyone	 that,	 whatever	 you	 do,	
the	supervisor	will	have	your	back?	Some	
workshop	 lawyers	 and	 supervisors	 tell	
attendees	 or	 subordinates	 not	 to	 worry	
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about using force because, with a consult, 
they can help with writing a report justi-
fying it. Aside from being unethical, this 
attitude helps develop an unhealthy orga-
nizational subculture which can eliminate 
or dilute the importance of developing and 
using critical thinking skills.

Subculture
 Organizational subculture can be de-

fined as the set attitudes and values which 
shape employee behavior. The subcul-
ture commands our attention because it 
is generally seen as a major obstacle to 
reform and, thus, a powerful force work-
ing to erode any reforms which are in fact 
achieved, such as education and training 
in critical thinking. Often within an orga-
nizational subculture, there are unwritten 
ground rules which produce the “actual” 

culture of the organization, unit and/or shift 
(e.g., in this unit, we do not follow policy). 
As previously mentioned, if officers know 
their supervisor will support them regard-
less of what they do, they may not practice 
critical thinking because event outcomes 
will not be viewed as negative by the su-
pervisor. 

Critical Thinking in Today’s Law  
Enforcement Environment 
 Every week, there are stories claiming 
public safety officers did not act when 
they should have acted (think Uvalde, 
Texas); acted when they should not 
have acted (think George Floyd); or did 
not critically think about their actions 
(think TASER® deployment on a person 
drenched in gasoline). Increasingly, pub-
lic safety officers are being criminally 
charged and civilly sued. It also appears 
that more officers are losing their crim-
inal cases and being sent to jail (think 
Minneapolis officers who did not inter-
vene and stop their supervisor’s force). 
 A growing number of states and mu-
nicipalities are passing legislation which 
implicitly demands public safety officers 
critically think before acting or they may 
face criminal charges given a negative 
outcome (think death or serious injury). 
For example, in 2022, California Gov-
ernment Code Section 7286.5 changed 
regarding positional asphyxia. The law 
now requires law enforcement officers to 
reasonably monitor a person for signs of 
asphyxia. The law also prohibits agen-
cies using or authorizing prisoner trans-
port methods which involve a substantial 
risk of positional asphyxia. Obviously, 
training on positional asphyxia, asphyx-
ia, asphyxiation, critical thinking, and the 
law must now be incorporated into the 
academy and in-service educational and 
training curricula.
 Monitoring requirements for a re-
strained person involve an officer’s use 
of critical thinking skills. Should the re-
strained person claim breathing difficulty, 
the officer must decide if the claim is val-
id or if it is a trick to get the officer closer 
to them in order to attack. Similarly, offi-
cers must now critically think about how 
to position a prisoner for transport prior 
to the transport. Two Boulder County 
(CO) Sheriff’s Deputies were criminally 
convicted and are serving their jail sen-
tences after a Boulder City officer asked 
them to transport a young male who was 
severely intoxicated. During the trans-

As traffic fatalities continue to soar, 
Kustom Signals has armed 
agencies with the tools they need 
to fight back.

Scan below to learn more about the 
equipment agencies are using to 
fight back, and even receive 
help with grant funding.

  

SPEED ENFORCEMENT SAVES
SPEED KILLS

Visit us at the IACP Conference – Booth #410
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port to an alcohol treatment center in a
police van, the young man died.

Call to Action
 Trainers, educators and administra-

tors of public safety employees must
educate and train learners, recruits
and in-service personnel in the core
task of critical thinking, including the
steps involved in arriving at appropri-
ate decisions, using a variety of topics
with associated claims. Leadership and
management must also continuously
review these steps with subordinates
so they remember and apply them.
Examples may include using actual or
hypothetical case studies, reviewing
examples of poor judgment when fac-
ing claims, and so forth. Education and
training on critical thinking must be an
ongoing process. Employees need to
be educated and trained about critical
thinking concepts, and then be given
the opportunity to apply the steps of
critical thinking to evaluate a claim and
to develop a conclusion, erring on the
side of the claim, regardless of the or-
ganizational culture or subculture. Case
studies and/or scenario-based training
are two safe environments to evaluate
critical thinking skills. Holding employ-

and training them is unethical, unfair
-

ing society, employers, educators, train-
ers, leaders, and managers can no lon-
ger ignore the need for education and
training about critical thinking and its
application to hypothetical and to real
claims, including assessing employee
critical thinking skill sets, judgment and
decision making. P&SN

John G. Peters, Jr., Ph.D. is a fre-
quent contributor to Police and Securi-
ty News. He serves as president of the

Institute for the Prevention of In-Cus-
tody Deaths, Inc., and as Executive

-

designer, John has developed online
-

cluding a course on critical thinking. He

and statistics at the undergraduate and

-
national (Hong Kong), federal and state
courts about use of force, arrest-related
deaths, training, and policies.
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SIG SAUER®

ALIEN GEAR HOLSTERS®

      SIG SAUER has introduced the P365®-XMACRO which packs a 17+1 round stan-
dard capacity into the one inch slim profile of the P365.
   The P365-XMACRO is a striker-fired 9mm polymer frame pistol 
featuring the all-new Macro-Compact Grip Module with a standard 
1913 accessory rail; an integrally compensated P365 XSERIES 
optics-ready slide with XRAY3 day/night sights; and flat trigger. 
The pistol ships with interchangeable small, medium and large 
backstraps and two 17 round steel magazines. The P365-XMAC-
RO is optimized for use with the SIG SAUER Electro-Optics FOX-
TROT1 rail mounted flashlight and ROMEOZero-Elite micro red 
dot sight.
 The integrated compensator reduces muzzle flip making follow-up shots faster and 
easier to stay on target shot after shot for even more accuracy.

sigsauer.com The HIVIZ LiteWave H3® Sight Sets 
combine the brightest in fiber-optic ca-
pabilities with the light emitting benefit 
of tritium into one sight set, providing 24 
hour illumination. The LiteWave H3 Sight 
Sets offer the fastest target acquisition 

and greatest tar-
get visibility you’ll 
find. With all-steel 
rugged construc-
tion and a 12 year 
tritium warranty, 
the HIVIZ Lite-
Wave H3 Sight 

Sets are available for select models of 
CZ, GLOCK® HK®, Kimber, Ruger®, Smith 
& Wesson®, Springfield Amory®, and Stac-
cato. Sight set options include green front 
and rear, or green front and orange rear. 

hivizsights.com

 Alien Gear Holsters has launched a 
new holster collection. Designed with a 
minimalist approach, the new Roswell 
line of appendix carry (AIWB) and outside 
the waistband carry (OWB) holsters are 
thinner, lighter and stronger than the stan-
dard KYDEX® holsters currently available. 
Each Roswell holster is made from a pro-
prietary injection-molded polymer which 
is 20 percent lighter, 40 percent tougher 
and 80 percent more heat-resistant than 
other molded holsters. It is guaranteed to 
be the most concealable and better than 
any KYDEX holster you’ve ever worn. 
The included claw and wedge kit ensures 
the Roswell AIWB stays comfortable and 
close to the body, and the optional MRDS 
hood protects your optics.
 Alien Gear Holsters’ new Roswell 
AIWB and OWB series are available for 
20 manufacturer models, with right- or 
left-hand draw.

aliengearholsters.com

FN AMERICA, LLC

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY®

HIVIZ® SHOOTING SYSTEMS

Handguns and Accessories
 FN America recently introduced the FN Five-seveN® 
MRD optics-ready pistol chambered in 5.7x28mm. After de-
cades of trusted service, the FN Five-seveN has received a 
complete design update with a factory milled slide to accept 
most micro red dot optics. 
 The Five-seveN MRD’s optic mount consists of a series 
of plates which mate the optic to the slide. Users are able 
to mount a miniature red dot sight within minutes. The three 
dot photo luminescent sights glow in low light conditions; 
are adjustable for elevation and windage; and cowitness 
with certain optics.
 With newly enhanced slide serrations and extended 
cocking ridges at the rear of the slide, the Five-seveN 
MRD’s overall operability and user manipulations are vastly 
improved. A new stippled texturing on the grip frame, along with more extensive front 
strap serrations, improve grip consistency. The magazine release has also been en-
larged and reshaped for intuitive control and rapid reloads. 
 The FN Five-seveN MRD is available in matte black or FN signature Flat Dark Earth 
(FDE) and ships in a zippered pistol case with two 20 round magazines and optics 
mounting hardware.

fnamerica.com

 Springfield Armory has announced the release of two-tone stainless steel Hellcat® 
and Hellcat OSP™ Micro 9mm pistols.

 The Hellcat and Hellcat OSP (which stands for 
“Optical Sight Pistol”) have proven themselves to be 
class leading concealed carry options. The three inch 
barreled micro compact pistols feature a capacity of 
11+1 with their patented magazine and 13+1 with the 
included extended mag. Both offerings ship with one 
11 round magazine with pinky extension and an op-
tional flush-fitting floor plate, as well as the 13 round 
extended magazine. 
 In addition, the OSP version features a removable 
cover plate which allows direct mounting of a micro 

red dot in the Springfield Micro™ footprint. This allows for cowitnessing with the pistol’s 
U-Dot™ sight system which is made up of a high visibility tritium and luminescent front 
sight paired with a tactical rack U-notch rear. The U-Dot sights are offered on both the 
OSP and standard model.

springfield-armory.com
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 Smith & Wesson has recently intro-
duced their new M&P® M2.0™ Compact 
Optics-Ready Spec Series Pistol Kit. 
The new Spec Series pistol comes com-
plete with cowitness sights and a 4.6" 
threaded barrel, making it an optimal 
choice for suppressed shooting. Also in-
cluded is the C.O.R.E. system, designed 
to give the user the ability to mount their 
preferred handgun optic. The inclusion of 
two 23 round 9mm magazines means less 
time reloading. The additional 15 round 
magazine trims down the overall size of 
the new Spec Series and allows for a 
more concealable package. The M&P 
Spec Series Kit includes an M&P knife 
which features a four inch blade with an 
overall length of nine inches and a collect-
able M&P Spec Series Challenge Coin. 

smith-wesson.com

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY®

T4E®

 T4E, a brand of UMAREX®, is proud to announce their new 
training pistol, the  S&W® M&P® 9 M2.0®. Fully licensed by 
UMAREX with Smith & Wesson, the M&P M2.0 is guaranteed 
to provide a realistic training experience like no other. This 
.43 caliber M&P 9 training pistol features identical ergonomics 
and controls compared to its firearm counterpart and gives 
the shooter recoil impulse via the live blowback action slide.

t4eguns.com

    The new 9mm Prodigy from Springfield Armory takes the 
1911 platform and enhances it with double-stack capacity 
and a performance driven feature set. The Prodigy’s poly-
mer grip module mounts to its forged steel frame offering 
capacities of 17+1 and 20+1. Optics-ready with an ambidex-
trous safety and picatinny rail, it combines the best charac-
teristics of the 1911 with modern capacity.
     At the heart of the 9mm Prodigy pistol is the expertly 
engineered double-stack magazine. While still slim enough 

for a comfortable grip on the pistol, this magazine packs in 17 rounds in a low profile 
design. In addition, the pistol also comes with a 20 round extended magazine, while an 
optional 26 rounder is also available.
 Configured for today’s most demanding applications, the Prodigy AOS (Agency Op-
tic System) is ready for a wide range of optical sights. The Prodigy also comes available 
in two lengths, with either a 4.25" or five inch bull barrel made of forged stainless steel 
with an 11 degree crown. The result is a pistol which offers match-grade accuracy and 
fast follow-up shots.

springfield-armory.com

SMITH & WESSON®

Ultra-Compact Gun Light for 
Subcompact Railed Pistols

Designed to enhance visibility and targeting capability in home 

defense and tactical situations, the slim and lightweight TLR-7® sub 

gun light fi ts on most railed subcompact pistols.
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D
ue to too many reasons, for only 
the second time in history, American 
police departments are running on 

unleaded gas and some are considering 
drastic changes in their service delivery. 
Our police are underfunded, understaffed 
and are certainly an endangered species 
as assaults, ambushes and murders of 

addition, with resignations and retirements 
setting records, the number of declining 

rent vacancies for years to come.  
On top of all of this doom and gloom, 

ments departments across North America 
are facing – new models are being built at 

component shortages. Used vehicle prices 

er source) to choose in the future: internal 
combustion, hybrid, or electric.  Surround

but new information is coming at us faster 

cinct pizza at lunchtime.

through the quagmire of data as we do our 

calls.

What’s New on the Electric Horizon?

cles, jumping completely over hybrids, pre

ARE THE WHEELS OF JUSTICE RUNNING FLAT?
SERGEANT JAMES POST

Break out the donuts, boys, and I don’t mean Krispy Kremes. 
I’m talking about the donut spares in your trunks. 

Four second acceleration from 0-60 mph (from the 452 hp battery)
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Innovative lighting and control systems 
to meet the needs of your fleet.

INNOVATION      PERFORMANCE      COMMITMENT      DURABILITY 

SCAN TO LEARN MORE ABOUT  
OUR FULL LINE OF SOLUTIONS
soundoffsignal.com/emergency 
(800) 3387337

Visit us at the IACP Conference – Booth #1205
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Ford® 
Back in July, Ford unveiled the first elec-

tric pickup truck purpose-built for LE: the 
2023 Ford F-150® Lightning™ Pro SSV. Of 
course, Ford already builds a very popular 
good selling hybrid, their Police Interceptor® 
Utility, but, in this case, they want to capi-
talize on their F-150 electric Lightning. The 
F-150 Pro SSV utilizes the interior features 
of their F-150 ICE (Internal Combustion 
Engine)-powered Police Responder, in-
cluding heavy-duty cloth seats with built-in 
steel intrusion plates in the front seat backs. 

Their “Pro Power Onboard” can serve as a 
mobile power source to light up nighttime 
accidents and crime scenes and the Mega 
Power Frunk (in front) provides an extra 
14.1 cubic feet of lockable storage.

The significant features of this truck are 
power and performance, including four 
second acceleration from 0-60 mph from 
the 452 hp battery and 580 hp with their 
optional extended range battery. Other 
features include the Automatic Emergen-
cy Braking and Blind Spot Information 
System with Cross-Traffic Alert. Ordering 
information, price and ETA have not been 
announced, nor have the range of their 
batteries.

GM 
In July, Chevrolet announced the 2024 

pursuit-rated version of their all-elec-
tric Blazer EV (one of five Blazer mod-
els), called the Blazer EV PPV. The pur-
pose-built PPV will feature the largest 
battery in their Blazer EV lineup and will 
be available in RWD or with a dual mo-
tor AWD version. The LE-specific interior 
will feature ample room to accommodate 
emergency equipment and gear. Based on 
the Blazer EV SS Performance model with 
AWD propulsion configuration, it will pro-
duce up to 557 hp, with an estimated 320 
miles on a full charge.

The four Blazer EV models will tenta-
tively wear MSRPs ranging from a base of 

IACP 2022, Dallas TX, OCT 15 – 18
Stop by our booth (2124) and register to win a G3 

with the new K-band directional antenna!!!

GENESIS 3 with K-BAND DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
• The industry’s most competitive moving radar now setting a new standard  

of affordability with the introduction of our new K-band antenna
• Directional Stationary, Moving Opposite and Moving Same Direction  

processing modes standard
• Strongest signal and Faster target tracking modes
• Easy to read alphanumeric  amber display –  

best readability in industry
• Intuitive wireless remote control
• Backed by Decatur’s 67-year track record of innovation and reliability
• No supply chain issues here – We are ready to accept and ship orders! 

RELIABLE. SIMPLE. TRUSTWORTHY.
Decatur Electronics manufacturers value priced  

police radar that embodies all the features you need.

Other products

SCOUT 2 HANDHELD RADAR
SPEED TRAILERS & SIGNS

PROUDLY MADE IN U.S.A.

One of the features of the F-150® 
Lightning™ Pro SSV is its Mega Power 
Frunk which provides 14.1 cubic feet 
of cargo area in the front, along with 
four electrical outlets.

A front seat view of the 2024 Chevro-
let Blazer EV PPV with Street Appear-
ance Package interior

A rear view of the Chevy Blazer EV 
PPV cargo area

THE WHEELS OF JUSTICE
Continued from page 24

Visit us at the IACP Conference – Booth #2124
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$47,595 to $65,995 for the SS. No prices
have been announced for the SSV, but

2024 Q1 and reservations are now being

Volvo®
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now.

®

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-

Who’s Buying What and Who’s Not?

-

-

-

-

The XC40 Recharge AWD comes
with twin electric motors, one on the
front axle and one on the rear axle.
The Recharge is also available with
one electric single motor on the front
axle.
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The Hallandale Beach, FL, Police De-
partment unveiled 13 new Tesla Model 
Y EVs for their fleet – 12 to be used by 
detectives and one to be tested as a pa-
trol vehicle – thus becoming the largest 
fleet of EV police vehicles in Florida. They 
will complement the 2022 purchase of 
49 hybrid PI units and will help the city’s 
commitment toward reducing their green-
house emissions 50% by 2030. Funds 
from the American Rescue Plan Act par-
tially covered the purchases.

The vehicles will be charged utilizing 
four dual port, Level 2 charging stations 
installed in the PD parking lot which will 
connect to backup power (generators) so 
they can remain operational in the event 
of hurricanes. They are also planning for 
officers to utilize the Tesla Supercharger 
network to charge take-home units.

The Leawood, KS, Police Department, 
an affluent 15.2 square mile Kansas City 
suburb, is replacing their PI Utility hybrids 
with all-electric Tesla Model Ys, as they 
feel that the hybrids are just not favorable 
for patrol use and they believe the Teslas 
will cost them about $648 a year to op-
erate versus $4500 a year for the Fords.

The Missouri State Highway Patrol 
(MSHP) was pleased to finally take de-
livery of Dodge Charger and Durango 
Pursuits which have been on order for as 
long as two years. We’ve written several 
times about their very successful cruis-
er resale program and these deliveries 
could not have come at a better time be-
cause they have sold every used cruiser 
in their inventory to other departments 
all over the Midwest, leaving them with-
out replacements in case of accidents or 

emergencies. The delays were caused 
partially by the microchip shortage, com-
pounded by proper size tire shortage, but 
the new cruisers are now being marked 
and equipped (in-house) at a record pace.

The new MSHP Dodge fleet consists of 
all ICE vehicles – RWD and AWD Char-
ger Pursuits – but only the RWD Chargers 
feature the 5.7 HEMI®s, much to the dis-
appointment of some troopers; however, 
all of the AWD Durango’s are powered by 
the popular HEMIs. The mix also contains 
some new Mopar colors, as the MSHP 
has had a distinctive multicolored fleet 
since the sixties.

The New Braunfels, Texas, Police De-
partment has opted to lease 30 new ve-
hicles from Enterprise Fleet Management 
to replace their aging fleet. The purchase/
lease includes (13) 2023 Tahoe RWDs, 
(14) 2023 4WD Tahoes, two Silverado 
PPV 4x4s, and one 2023 PI Utility AWD. 
Their chief stated that the new vehicles 
will increase officer safety because 15 
of their older vehicles predate Electronic 
Stability Control (ESC) and 90 predate 
backup cameras. The purchase price for 
the 30 new vehicles and equipment will 
come to $1.7 million and the four year 
management agreement with EFM will be 
roughly $21,000 a year.

The NYPD’s newest addition to their 
fleet is the all-electric Ford Mustang 
Mach-E Sport Crossover. The NYPD pur-
chased 184 earlier this year as part of a 
$420 million investment in fleet electrifi-
cation. The Mustangs will all be put into 
service as patrol vehicles and charging 
stations are currently being installed at 
multiple department facilities.

The LE Mustang doors will have ballis-
tic panels and windows supplied by Hard-
wire, a leading manufacturer of protective 
armor (hardwirellc.com). 

The standard Mach glass roofs will be 
replaced with steel roofs and they will 
wear the same traditional decals as all 
of the fleet. The Mustangs have already 
been put through the paces at the Chel-
sea Proving Grounds by the MSP and 
were the first electric police cars ever test-
ed.  They reached 120 mph in under ¾ of 
a mile and reached 0-60 in an average of 
4.03 seconds and 0-100 in an average of 
11.94 seconds. Braking was also impres-
sive with 60-0 in 125 feet, better than all 
of the Ford pursuit-rated SUVs.

The Spokane, WA, Police Department 
has ordered 46 PI Utility hybrids at a price 
of $3.1 million to replace the four electric 
Tesla Model Ys they have been testing 
since March, noting that it took several 
months to get parts needed to upfit the 
Teslas, including the cages, rifle racks, 
computer mounts, and other essential 
equipment. The upfitting cost for a Tesla 
starts at $30,000, whereas the PI Utility 
upfitting cost is about $8,000. They al-
ready have 14 Utilities on the streets.

The primary concern about the Teslas 
was officer safety and comfort. The lap-
top mount covers most of the dashboard 
where the car’s controls are located and 
it also impedes a second officer’s space. 
The Tesla’s frameless windows won’t 
allow mounting protective bars and the 
glass roof will not prevent a prisoner from 
an escape. Portland’s need for new ve-
hicles is critical as more than 200 vehi-
cles are eligible for replacement based on 
mileage and age.

The South Fulton County, GA, Police 
Department’s City Council has approved 
the purchase of 30 Ford PI Utilities which 
will replace an aging fleet of high mileage 
Fords and Dodges. The department will 
have $2.1 million to purchase the Utili-
ties, as well as associated costs for radio 
communications, video cameras, upfit-
ting, and graphics. Police Chief Meadows 
stated that having an updated fleet would 
lower maintenance costs and help the de-
partment keep a good inventory of vehi-
cles in rotation.

The Waco, TX, Police Department 
started buying PI Utility hybrids two years 
ago and recently received approval to 
purchase 34 more in July. The depart-
ment decided to continue with the Utili-
ty hybrids after issues with the Mustang 
Mach-E they purchased in April. The city 
manager reported officers were not able 
to power the lights, computer or other 
equipment the vehicle was outfitted with 
and it was transferred to the Department 
of Developmental Services.

THE WHEELS OF JUSTICE
Continued from page 27
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Ford Safety Recalls

highly promoted and greatly anticipated
all-electric vehicles, the Mustang Mach-E
and the F-150 Lightning pickups.

In a written notice in June, Ford told
dealers to temporarily stop selling elec-
tric Mustang Mach-E Crossovers be-
cause of a potential safety defect which
could cause the vehicles to become im-
mobile (stop suddenly without notice).
This effects 48,024 2021 and 2022 mod-
els which were built from May 27, 2020,
to May 2022 at their Cuautitlan, Mexico,
plant. The problem involves a potential

charging, high voltage battery main con-
tacts which is an electrically controlled
switch for a power circuit. This scenario
can result in a malfunction which could
cause the car to fail to start or immedi-

can make the necessary corrections in
the software.

The F-150 Lightning electric pickup re-

system light may not illuminate when in-
tended, thus failing to provide adequate

lead to poor vehicle handling and a pos-
sible loss of control which increases the
likelihood of a collision, Ford reports. The

and will take about 20 minutes.

The Bottom Line

line to “unplug” ICE powered engines
because of the need to power over-the-
road trucks, farm equipment, commer-
cial airlines, and lawn mowers in Ameri-

to police departments: If you are seri-
ously considering electric vehicles in the
future, go with a . This
will afford you the opportunity to transi-

-
stalling an adequate number of chargers
at your facilities (as you can afford them)
and be certain there are enough off-site

-

to monitor the performance (repairs, of-

all-electric LE vehicles around the coun-
try before you make the plunge. Let the

P&SN
James Post always appreciates your

comments and suggestions for future
columns. He can be reached at kop-
kars@arkansas.net.
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A low priority might reflect a state-
ment such as, “We’re too busy 
with other work.” Maybe, it is the 
lament of, “We don’t have enough 

staff to do traffic.” Perhaps your current 
employment scene is seeing the retire-
ment or resignations of too many staff. 
Or, perhaps there’s a perception that traf-
fic enforcement will lessen the harmony 
between the police and the community 
they serve.            
 Whether they are real or perceived 
ideas, traffic enforcement should play a 
key role in a police agency, says Art Ama-
to of the Missouri Eastern Region for the 
National Law Enforcement Liaison Pro-
gram/Governors Highway Safety Associ-
ation. His reasoning is based on the facts 
that traffic enforcement reduces crashes, 
prevents crime, helps solve some specific 
crimes, and reduces harm to people and 
property in the community being served. 
Crashes are “not ‘accidents,’ ” says Am-
ato, but primarily the result of human be-
havior and human error.

High Speed Driving Can Be Deadly
 Behavior and error can lead to speed-
ing and he adds that, for every ten miles 
per hour over 50, the risk of death dou-
bles and perception and reaction time are 
adversely affected. Also a result of poor 
behavior and error are alcohol and/or 
drug impairment, distraction and driving 

unrestrained by seat belts and shoulder 
harnesses.  He points out that, despite the 
fact that the pandemic lessened the num-
ber of drivers on the roads, traffic deaths 
actually reached a 13 year high during 
the pandemic. Nearly one third of all vehi-
cle-related fatalities were due to excessive 
vehicle speed, according to the Governors 
Highway Safety Association (GHSA).
    As to distracted driving, even though 
some areas are seeing a reduction in the 
number of drivers using cell phones, many 
drivers are still manipulating their phones 
more than in the past, doing such tasks 
as texting, Internet browsing, navigation, 
or finding audio/music, according to the 
Highway Loss Data Institute.
 And, the traffic deaths are not just 
among drivers. Amato points out that pe-
destrian deaths soared in 2020 by 21 
percent – the largest ever year-over-year 
increase, according to the GHSA.

Preserving Life
 Amato states, “Traffic enforcement is 
the one area of law enforcement when 
you are doing exactly what you swore you 
would do – saving lives. So, why aren’t 
we doing more?” He says some agen-
cies lessen traffic enforcement because 
of staffing problems, low priority, lack of 
community support, being too busy with 
other police work, or overtime costs. Yet, 
there were 36,680 auto-related fatalities 

nationwide in 2020 and some, if not most, 
of those might have been avoided by the 
relatively simple measure of increased 
traffic enforcement. Among children aged 
0 to 20, in 2019, 3,891 were killed in motor 
vehicle crashes and 2,184 were killed in 
alcohol/impaired driving crashes, numbers 
far higher than the 424 pedestrian fatalities 
among the age group and the 86 bicycle 
fatalities. Amato emphasizes that, clearly, 
vehicle crashes were the most common 
for the age group’s fatalities and, once 
again, some of those fatalities might have 
been prevented with better traffic enforce-
ment.
 Among young adults aged 16-34, 51 
percent of their vehicle crashes saw the 
young adult unrestrained by a seat belt/
shoulder harness – one of the highest per-

 The Importance and Benefits of 
Traffic Enforcement

DR. STEPHENIE SLAHOR 

What priority does traffic enforcement have in your agency compared to other 
activities involving life, property and community service? 

For every ten miles per hour over 50 
mph, you double your risk of serious 
injury or death as a result of a serious 
collision.
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THE IMPORTANCE AND BENEFITS OF TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT
Continued from page 32

centages for all age groups.  
 Amato adds that at least 42 percent of 
police officers killed in vehicle crashes over 
the past three decades were not wearing 
their seat belts. Seat belt use could not be 
determined in nearly 13 percent of the fa-
talities which suggests an even higher lev-
el of noncompliance, says Amato. Yet, be-
side the fact that seat belts are a statutory 
requirement nearly everywhere, officers 
need to set an example and enhance offi-
cer safety by wearing a seat belt because 
of the law and/or agency policy particularly 
related to insurance matters. “Trees and 
poles kill more officers than gunfire!” Am-
ato states.

 Traffic enforcement creates a better 
and safer environment, preventing harm to 
lives or property. It should not be thought 
of as a way to raise revenue or harass the 
public, emphasizes Amato. Besides the 
safety factors, he says some traffic en-
forcement stops have helped solve or pre-
vent other crimes, locate stolen vehicles 
and find fugitives or uninsured or distract-
ed drivers. He says, “The goal of all law 
enforcement should be the expectation of 
the public to believe they will be stopped 
when committing traffic violations.”  
 While some police speeding is justi-
fied, when it is not justified, it can result in 
a vehicle crash which not only affects the 
officer driving, but perhaps lessens the re-
sources available for another crash scene 
or crime.

Public Perception
   Amato advises working with the com-
munity, “advertising” the importance 
of driving safety to change community 
perceptions about traffic stops and, in-
stead, showing the necessity for a “small 
amount of enforcement” to create a “max-
imum amount of change.” Drivers and the 
community can realize that the police are 
trying to make the roads safer by enforce-

ment, citations and warnings. And, some 
work can be done by warning signs and 
messages on automated signs telling of 
such things as areas or corridors prone 
to vehicle crashes, severe weather warn-
ings, reminders about distracted driving 
dangers, and so on, says Amato. 
   Warnings (instead of a citation) can 
be appropriate, with the officer pointing 
out that the goal is to get the driver back 
home safely without injury or worse. It 
is a discretionary call to give a warning, 
but Amato adds that, with teen drivers, 
warnings are usually ineffective and just 
thought of as “getting away” with an of-
fense which could have been cited.
 As to impaired driving, Amato feels it 
could be “100 percent preventable” be-
cause it only occurs when an individual 
makes a conscious decision to ingest a 
substance, then chooses to operate a 
vehicle. Drugged driving is surpassing 
drunken driving in many areas, he says, 
adding that loosening of regulations re-
garding the availability of medical and 
recreational marijuana and the increased 
use of opioids are exacerbating the prob-
lem. In a recent National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration survey, 16.6 per-
cent of drivers tested had drugs in their 
body systems. Drug impaired driving 
sees increases in such driver behavior as 
speeding, weaving and crashes. 
 Dedicated, high visibility traffic en-
forcement can be linked with overlays of 
data about crime hot spots (such as ve-
hicle thefts, burglaries, vandalism, thefts 
from vehicles, etc.) and traffic hot spots, 
says Amato. Traffic enforcement can help 
reduce crime as well as traffic crashes. It 
also lessens the impact crashes have on 
other drivers who must wait out a crash 
scene or find alternate routes around a 
crash scene. And, of importance, it helps 
first responders to have unhampered 
emergency/medical response access 
along streets and highways.  
 For more information on traffic 
enforcement, Amato recommends the 
following Web sites: nlelp.org;  
iadlest.org/training/ddacts; nhtsa.gov; 
trafficsafetymarketing.gov;  
nleomf.org; ghsa.org; and 
sheriffs.org/programs/traffic-safety
 “You may never know who you save,” 
says Amato, perhaps even yourself, spouse 
or children – but traffic enforcement needs 
to play a role in your agency.
   Art Amato can be reached at Amato.lele-
mo@hotmail.com or 636-584-1792. P&SN
 Stephenie Slahor, Ph.D., JD, is a writ-
er in the fields of law enforcement and 
security. She can be reached at drss12@
msn.com.

When dealing with teen drivers, 
warnings are usually ineffective and 
are considered “getting away with 
wrongdoing.”
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So says Tim Burrows of the Na-
tional Law Enforcement Liaison 
Program, and he states that’s why 

you need to plan how to keep safe when 
you’re away from that metal barrier.
 Nick Breul, National Law Enforcement 
Officers Memorial Fund Senior Project 
Manager, agrees. He participated in a 
Webinar panel discussion about officers 

as pedestrians which was hosted by the 
National Law Enforcement Liaison Pro-
gram (LEL) and also featured Michelle 
Atwell and Wil Price of the National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration.
 Nationally, the number of all pedes-
trians (police and nonpolice) struck and 

killed by drivers has spiked in recent 
years, according to the Governors High-
way Safety Association (GHSA). The 
organization states that 2020 saw 6,721 
pedestrians killed even though there was 
a drastic drop in miles driven during the 
pandemic. That sad trend continued in 

STEPHENIE SLAHOR, PH.D.

Do you spend your shift 
in a vehicle? Aboard a 
motorcycle? A bike?  
A horse?  Actually, you 
are still likely to spend  
a good part of your shift 
as a “pedestrian.” 

When You’re the Pedestrian…

Visit us at the IACP Conference – Booth #4407
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Visit us at the IACP Conference – Booth #5025

an incident and conduct right side/passen-
ger approaches to a driver in the vehicle,
he adds, to avoid being hit or sideswiped
by a car which has not slowed or moved
over to another lane. Breul recognized
that black police vehicles are growing in
popularity among many agencies, but he
urges that these should be conspicuously

the vehicle, especially on the rear; other-
wise, the vehicle might not be seen by an

-
cially at night or in inclement weather.

-
arms training, Breul says they should also
have vehicle and pedestrian awareness
training to learn how best to position them-

near an incident.
Michelle Atwell pointed out that almost

7,000 fatalities occurred in the past year
involving pedestrian and bicycle safety
among the general public. She added that,
for many, walking is a preferred mode of
“transportation” for exercise, economy or
even as the only way to get from point A
to point B. And, sometimes, there are long

signals or intersection crosswalks, so walk-

ers take a chance at crossing an unsafe
street. The problem compounds greatly
in the dark when visibility is reduced and
where street lighting is not adequate. She

to provide crosswalks, signals, lighting,
and speed limits which will help pedestri-
ans stay safe. And, those “pedestrians”

may pose the same hazards of driver in-
attention, impairment, distraction, speed,
weather problems, etc.

participate in training courses which em-
phasize how to stay safe at the site of an
incident. And, there should be, where pos-

distracted driver who is not “slowing down”
or “moving over” from the lane nearest an
incident. “Struck by” fatalities and injuries

bystanders can be reduced with more
study of information about such incidents
and what can be done to improve safety.
P&SN

Stephenie Slahor, Ph.D., JD, is a writer
-
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No doubt about it – technology rules the crime scenes in-
volving computers, tablets, external hard drives, smart 
devices, E-mails, SMS (text messages), social media, 

the cloud, data, and even electronic medical records. And, within 
all that lies more technology to retrieve, study, report, and use 
data for investigations and for the process of discovery. 

Thomas Plunkett, an EnCase™ -

Director of Digital Forensics in southern California, working with 
ArcherHall Digital Forensics (https://archerhall.com,), a national 

Plunkett explains that digital forensics can involve text messag-
es; message retrieval; photo retrieval; E-mail retrieval; deleted 
messages; Web browsing history retrieval; analysis of location 
history via GPS, cell tower data and other means; document and 

-
als. Much litigation and related discovery work involves digital ev-
idence these days, especially cell phone data. Cell phones easily 
interact with other devices, too, providing communications, phys-
ical location, photos, and data. Says Plunkett, this applies to both 
“smart and not so smart” phones. Additionally, tablets mirror what 
cell phones can do and are, he says, “really big smart phones.”  

New developments such as smart glasses, cameras, sensors, 
and even certain clothing can have tiny, but powerful electronics 
to control devices, make phone calls, take photos, and monitor 
vital signs for joggers, walkers, bikers, and others, and the trend 
toward more popularity for such devices is growing quickly.

Smart Homes  
-

ogies which turn an ordinary thermostat, light bulb, crock pot, 
garage door opener, door lock, refrigerator, camera system, and 
even a bed into an information system. “These kind of things 
can actually help you in an investigation,” says Plunkett, such 
as determining when someone was at home or what time an 

Using such data in a courtroom or during an investigation, 
though, requires the same careful and proper handling and 
chain of custody so much a part of the more traditional forms 
of physical evidence. Plunkett says it is important in preserving 
the evidence to know, for example, whether to leave a device on 
or off, when to set it to “airplane mode,” or how to gather pass-

Recovering Digital Evidence with 
Mobile Device Forensics
DR. STEPHENIE SLAHOR

Mobile device forensics 
is an evolving specialty 
in the field of digital 
forensics which goes 
beyond devices that 
provide simple voice 
communication and 
text messaging 
capabilities.

Visit us at the IACP Conference – Booth #8121

GOLIGHT INC 

800.557.0098   |   308.278.3131  |  www.golight.com

GOL
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words and pass codes. The assistance 
of those knowledgeable in this area of 
forensics can be vital to a successful 
investigation or prosecution. Digital fo-
rensics technicians are trained in such 
steps as photographing the device, us-
ing a Faraday Device bag to block Wi-Fi 
and cell signals, guaranteeing the proper 
chain of custody, and treating data as the 
volatile element that it is. Crucial data 
can be compromised, modified or even 
lost through such modalities as selective 
deletion, app updates, constant operat-
ing system updates, factory resets, and 
remote wipe capability. That data may 
affect proving what a person was doing, 
where the individual was, the time and 
date, and so on – all key elements in 
proving or disproving a case.     

Data moved to the trash or recycle bin 
can be recoverable in whole or in part, 
with the help of digital forensic special-
ists. Data can be partially overwritten, or 
a file fragmentized, purged, or even fully 
overwritten or wiped. Someone trying to 
“hide” data may be able to overwrite it 
with random data such as lines of “ze-
ros.” But, digital forensics may be able 
to find what is left over, even in a file 
fragment, and that could still be useful 
as evidence.  

Has it Really Been Deleted?
Databases have their own file sys-

tem as a form of storage. When a file 
is marked as “deleted,” it may still exist 
and, in fact, keep growing and storing. 
Users can set a system to keep messag-
es for a certain time – 30 days, one year 
or “forever” – whatever the cell phone or 
device allows.    

Even if the user tries to destroy or 
smash the device in an attempt to hide 
data, a digital forensic expert may be 
able to retrieve the tiny chip which has 
stored the data. And, perhaps, the act of 
smashing hasn’t done enough damage 
to prevent accessing stored data. Of 
course, says Plunkett, it all depends on 
the particular device, the type of encryp-
tion used on the chip and the amount of 
damage done by the user.  

He explains that there are usually 
four types of data extraction. Logical ex-
traction reaches accessible files such as 
the backup of the phone’s content and 
settings, but not deleted content. Ad-
vanced logical extraction can work on 
full databases and substantial amounts 
of deleted data. A file system extraction 
seeks files on the device and may even 
include some deleted material. And, 
physical extraction is useful for the data 
on a chip which might also contain de-

Streamlight Stinger 2020
The next evolution in duty flashlights

Dual Switch  
Technology

Easy & Simple 
Power Selection

2,000 Lumens 
(high beam) 
Runs 24 Hours 
(low beam)

Anti-roll Body

OfficerStore.com/stinger2020
Buy Online:

(610) 857-8070Department Orders:

leted data. Encryption may cut into what 
can be accessed, but Plunkett points out 
that there are thousands of phones which 
can still be physically extracted because 
models manufactured years ago are still 
very much in use.   

Extraction software yields reports of 
Universal Forensic Extraction Device 
(UFED) use for the summary of all data 
on the phone. Answers to such questions 
as what did the user transfer out using 
the device; what account was being used; 
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RECOVERING DIGITAL EVIDENCE WITH MOBILE DEVICE FORENSICS
Continued from page 41

what was transferred; activities; apps in-
stalled and uninstalled; calendar items;
physical location and movement; call
logs; chats; social media chats; cook-
ie and Web site trackers; passwords;
account information; voicemails; and
travel time, distance and place might be

-
tise because, says Plunkett, “collecting
it [information] properly can be very im-
portant” and can mean the difference
to conviction, liability, activity, and other
“compelling” evidence which creates a
forensic “trail.”

Just remember that the data is volatile,
he reminds, so be as thorough as possi-
ble, get help if needed and treat it as key
evidence. P&SN

Stephenie Slahor, Ph.D., JD, is a writer
-

Recovering even a tiny chip from a de-
molished device may yield useful data.

Available Resource –
Guidelines on Mobile Device Forensics

The National Institute of Standards
and Technology has a downloadable
publication entitled Guidelines on Mo-

 which provides
an in-depth look into mobile devices

and their relationship to forensic pro-
cedures. This document covers mobile
devices with features beyond simple

-
ing capabilities. This guide also discusses procedures for the validation,

-
formation.

Copies of  can be downloaded at:
https://tinyurl.com/45jzt23z
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Thanks to open architecture, Axis body worn camera systems can be used with third-party VMS Video Management System (VMS) and Evidence Management System 
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the confidence to protect and serve – helping to record and document evidence and improve transparency with the public. With 
lightweight and rugged wearability of body worn cameras, officers can be confident that, when needed, reliable, high-quality video 
and audio will be captured without hindering their freedom-of-movement.
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In fact, I think you can, due to confusion
between static square range competi-

the real world of the street. Before you
start sending hate mail, let me clearly

-
eral years ago. But, shooting at speed is

training may lead us astray.

that we (1) see a potential threat; (2) as-

with the “assess” part of the equation and
training without assessing is program-

potentially dire consequences.
Look at the most realistic of the com-

-
ing at a constant speed; the shoot and
no-shoot targets are always indicated in
the same way; shoot and no-shoot tar-

change into one

speeds; and shooters get a walk-through

range is almost always, at most, 180 de-
grees and certainly not 360 x 360. None
of this approaches the potential com-
plexity of the real world. Finally, the con-
sequences of a missed shot or shooting
a “no-shoot” in a match are not conse-

more consequential.
Imagine a match in which there is no

many shoot targets there are, nor how

no-shoot targets exist, nor where they

takes place in low light; both shoot and

change into one another with the slight-

fast speeds; “targets” and colleagues
are shouting often critical information at
you which needs to be processed imme-
diately; and a missed shot is always a
potential “no-shoot” shooting because

How would you like to shoot that match?
Well, cops shoot these all too real

real world, it often takes a good half sec-

Training (which is to say programming

-
-

ing situation in front of my gun at faster

example, what I mean here by “assess”
is forcing myself to see and register the

target before making the commitment to

Ralph Mroz

LAPD SWAT had previously deter-
mined that less than 0.4 or 0.5 seconds
between shots was too fast to assess
what was unfolding in front of them.

Are You
Shooting
Too Fast?

“Not possible,” you say?
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eye blink takes .33 seconds. I’ve read in 
several places that LAPD SWAT – one 
of, if not, the most active TAC teams in 
the country – had determined that less 
than 0.4 or 0.5 seconds between shots 
was too fast to assess what was happen-
ing in front of their guns in a truly dynam-
ic situation.

Predictably, when I’ve voiced this opin-
ion, it didn’t take long for someone who 
clearly had never had to impose his/her 
will at gunpoint on a volatile, dynamic, 
violent, chaotic situation to criticize this 
relatively “slow” standard. Here’s that 
criticism (paraphrased) with my rejoin-
ders: 
• “Anyone who says you can’t assess 

at faster than a .50 split isn’t practic-
ing enough.” Really? LAPD SWAT is a 
full-time unit. When they aren’t engag-
ing bad guys, they’re training. They are 
extremely selective and their shooting is 
at a very high level. Each member prob-
ably shoots more rounds a year than 
all but a top-level, full-time, sponsored 
competitive shooter. Most certainly, 
LAPD SWAT operators can shoot faster 
– much faster – than .50 splits.

• “Anyone setting a slow par time be-
cause of the constraints of ‘the real 
world’ is making excuses for their lack 
of proficiency.” See above.

• “Do you think that the top IPSC shoot-
ers are shooting the targets at speeds 
they can’t assess when they’re hitting 
them most of the time?” Actually, yes, 
I do think they are shooting at speeds 
faster than the changing situation go-
ing on in front of them, and certainly 
faster than they can align their sights. 
At their fastest speeds, top shooters 
are aligning their gun kinesthetically, 
not by eye. Further, they are shoot-
ing at a known, unchanging paper (or 
steel) target. The most difficult thing 
they have to assess might be where 

the target or a no-shoot mover is at the 
time the trigger is pulled – not to say 
this isn’t extremely difficult, of course!

The Initial Shot
So far, we’ve talked about shot to shot 

times, but what about the initial shot? 
In competition-influenced training, you 
want to get that first shot on target just 
as fast as possible. In the real world, an 
accurate assessment has to be made 
first as to justification and necessity. 

Here’s an example of how training 
to shoot fast (and accurately) can lead 
to disaster in the real world. A firearms 
trainer for a large agency told me that 
he once interviewed an officer who had 
been in a recent shooting and wheth-
er it was a good shoot or not was still 
somewhat in question. Just prior to 
this shooting, the officer had returned 
from a school which extensively used a 
mechanized device which could be pro-
grammed to present steel targets for ar-
bitrary periods of time. The idea was to 
notice the target being presented and hit 
it before it disappeared. These are, to be 
sure, profoundly humbling systems and 
they build fast and accurate shooting like 
nothing else. In some cases, the presen-
tation times were so short that you had 
to have the gun up and pointed in the 
target’s direction (violating Rule 2) and 
have your finger on the trigger (violat-
ing Rule 3) in order to hit the target in 
time. Unfortunately, this kind of training 
programs a shooter to pull the trigger as 
soon as they see anything which might 
be a target, with no time to assess threat 
level and justification.

So, going back to training, if you train 
to follow one shot with another as fast as 
you can hit a static target, or to shoot a 
target as fast as possible upon presen-
tation, then you clearly aren’t allowing 
enough time for front of muzzle assess-
ment in a dynamic environment. If you 
train this way, you’ll likely perform this 
way for real and, possibly worse, since 
you will probably shoot faster under ac-
tual assault and stress – and miss more 
– than in practice. Anyone who has ever 
had to draw his/her gun in a real, dynam-
ic situation will tell you just how confusing 
and difficult to assess the whole mess is.

The lesson is, I think, to integrate as 
much realistic, shoot/don’t shoot judg-
mental training into our routine as pos-
sible, devoting as much time to it as to 
developing speed. Even simplistic blue 
gun scenarios will do. There are times 
in the real world when getting a first (or 
multiple) shot(s) on an assailant as fast 
as possible is called for, but there are 
also times when we need to first take the 
time to assess whether we are justified in 
taking a shot right now. P&SN

Ralph Mroz was a police officer (part-
time) in Massachusetts for 20 years, 
seven of which he was assigned to his 
county’s drug task force. He has taught 
at a number of national, regional and in-
ternational law enforcement conferences. 
Ralph now has three books available on 
Amazon: Street Focused Handgun Train-
ing (Volumes 1, 2 and 3), as well as two 
republished books, Defensive Shooting 
for Real-Life Encounters and Tactical De-
fensive Training for Real-Life Encounters. 

Something as simple as shoot/don’t 
shoot blue gun scenarios can develop 
better judgmental skills as well as in-
crease speed.

Phone:  (818) 359-0512
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TODD FLETCHER

Prod·i·gy  /’’prädejē/
1 a: highly talented child or youth 

b: an extraordinary, marvelous or unusual 
  accomplishment, deed or event

2 a: something extraordinary or inexplicable 

b: a portentous event; omen

W hat happens when you 
combine the iconic M1911, 
update it with the best 
technology of today and 

put it into a duty ready package equipped 
to surpass all expectations of what a duty 

to take your training and skills to the next 
level, read on. This powerhouse has ev-
erything you want and need.

When I was asked to test and evalu-

Armory, I was intrigued. I like seeing new 

products and product variants which meet 

not what I expected. I was expecting to get 
®

pistol complete with updated features, 
optics ready and with bold new graphics 

Imagine my surprise when, after signing 
and submitting the requisite nondisclosure 
agreement, they sent me a link and pass-
word to their Web site where the Spring-

-
cased. I was impressed.

The Springfield Armory® 1911 DS Prodigy –

It Lives Up to Its Name

Features and Benefits
The Prodigy takes the proven 1911 

platform and enhances it with 9mm dou-
ble-stack capacity (which is what the 
“DS” in the name represents). But, this 

-
-

starts with the double-stack 9mm maga-
zine and gets high tech. The Prodigy uses 
a polymer grip module which mounts to 
a forged steel receiver. A forged slide is 
added to make an extraordinarily strong 

® 1911 DS 
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combination (not all steel is created equal).
This is not a cheap cast steel frame or
slide. This is forged steel known for its un-
relenting strength with the ability to handle
tens of thousands of rounds.

Mounted to the forged steel receiver is a
high impact polymer grip module with 360º
“Adaptive Grip Texture” for positive trac-
tion in any condition. The texture feels a

long range training sessions. More on this
later. The polymer grip module combines

-

rounder also available.

-
perience the trigger to see if it lives up to

do some work to enable it meet my stan-
dards. The precision, single-action trigger
of the 1911 has been the gold standard for

has a very crisp break which is perfect for
getting every bit of performance out of the
operator. This trigger is perfect for shoot-
ing at combat speed and is ready for taking

precision shots at distance when needed.
A modern duty pistol needs to meet the

this means it needs to be optic ready. The

for a wide range of optical sights. Spring-

-

1911DS. The plate is designed to deliver
a proper cowitness with the iron sights for
an intuitive sight picture and instant target
acquisition.

The double stack magazines pro-
vide considerable capacity. Both a

20 rounder are included standard
with the pistol. An optional 26 round
magazine is also available.

The new
Prodigy utilizes
AOS plates which
accommodate a wide variety of optical
sights. It ships with a HEX™ ™

compatible plate and additional op-

THE SPRINGFIELD ARMORY® 1911 DS PRODIGY – IT LIVES UP TO ITS NAME
Continued from page 46
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from day-to-day and handgun-to-hand-
gun. The Prodigy ran like a champion. On
the Bill Drill, I had several sub two second
runs where all my split times measured
less than 0.19 seconds. For me, this is
really fast. A good trigger helps, but this
pistol has superb balance and a nearly
perfect grip texture which keeps it an-

aggressive for long-range sessions and it

of a tacky feel to it which hooks up well to
your hands – even in the blistering heat of
August in Texas.

In our instructor classes and while
shooting IDPA and USPSA Carry Op-
tics matches, I generally run a strik-
er-fired handgun. As a result, I have a
good idea about my split times, reload
times and draw times. When I compare
my usual times to those posted with the
Springfield Armory 1911 DS Prodigy, I
felt like I was cheating. Even my draw
time was faster because the Prodigy
points very naturally for me instead
of pointing high like my normal strik-
er-fired handgun.

THE SPRINGFIELD ARMORY® 1911 DS PRODIGY – IT LIVES UP TO ITS NAME
Continued from page 49

® 1911 DS -

Long Service Life
Adjustable Components

Custom Built Racks

Multiple Mounting Options
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AP
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E

800-805-8716
www.BigSkyRacks.com

The Bottom Line

going to keep running this little beauty for

Armory makes me return it. At that point,
if it continues to make me look better than

-
ing to carry the Prodigy in their holster. The
Prodigy is an extraordinary and marvelous

-
tion of its name. P&SN

Sgt. Todd Fletcher (ret.) has over 25
years of law enforcement experience with
assignments to patrol, criminal investiga-
tions and training. He has presented in-
structor development training nationwide
and at multiple regional, national and in-
ternational training conferences. He owns
Combative Firearms Training, LLC which

development classes to law enforcement,
military and private security. Todd was
awarded the 2022 ILEETA Trainer-of-
the-Year award. He can be contacted at
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Published by the International Associa-
tion for Chiefs of Police (IACP), this toolkit
contains several different types of resourc-

-
ing criminal activities, operating on the same

The toolkit contains upcoming events relat-
-

https://tinyurl.com/2p8k7k68

Safety and Wellness Program, this series of resources focus on four leading killers

-

https://tinyurl.com/dhvb6avy

Published by the Major Cities Chiefs
Association (MCCA), this midyear report
contains data from various agencies
throughout the US and Canada compar-
ing topics such as homicide, rape, rob-

Most notably, from 2021–2022, incidents
of robbery in major US cities increased
from 53,212 to 60,175 and aggravated

https://tinyurl.com/38cpmdwd

Published by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics, this report provides the lat-

Findings are present-
ed for 13 indicators of

federal data col-

found that, over a
27 year period from
1992 to 2019, nearly

-
ed, using data from the Bureau of Labor

-

peaked at 1,080 homicides in 1994 and
dropped to 454 in 2019, a decline of 58

A full copy of the report can be found
at https://tinyurl.com/pn6rpfht

Technology, this report focuses on the pros and cons

-

•
•

•
•
• Policy considerations for policymakers and technolo-

Visit https://tinyurl.com/2m84pzzs to read the full

IACP Resources: Anti-Human Trafficking Training
and Technical Assistance

New Report on Emergent Technologies and Extremists:
The DWeb as a New Internet Reality

VALOR Resources: Spotlight on Safety

Federal Agencies Release
Joint Study on Workplace

Violence

Midyear
Violent
Crime
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REAL STORIES OF GENUINE ABSURDITY

JAMES L. MCCLINTON, PH.D.
Milk it for all it’s worth… Florida’s 

Okeechobee County Sheriff’s Office re-
cently executed a search warrant and 
raided a drug house. The raid proved to 
be a successful one and the deputies 
ended up making ten arrests. One of 
those who was arrested stood out from 
the others. He was dressed so surprising-
ly that a deputy stood him handcuffed on 
the front lawn and took a full-length photo. 
The man was wearing a one-piece cow 
suit with a pink hat and collar. (Deputies 
said the arrested man was “udder-ly con-
fused.”)

Just when you thought the phrase 
“going postal” was obsolete… Things 
recently got heated in a Pasadena, Mary-
land, community. As residents waited for 
their mail to be delivered, two letter carri-
ers, a male and a female, got into a fight 
in the street. One witness said that one of 
the mail carriers “punched the window on 
the other one’s mail truck,” and that “one 
backed up and slammed into the other one 
like bumper cars.” Another witness said, 
“There was mail all over the street. They 
kept going around the block and, at one 
point, they were front to front, hitting their 
bumpers together.” Residents called 911 
and the postal service sent other carriers 
to pick up the mail. People living along the 
route said their regular carrier was on va-
cation and the angry stand-ins were unfa-
miliar to them. (“Neither snow nor rain nor 
heat nor gloom of night… or other postal 
employees…”)

I’m sorry, but McDonald’s® doesn’t 
include meth with its Happy Meal®s… 
When a man took his first bite of what ap-
peared to be a McDonald’s Big Mac® while 
at a Texas Border Patrol checkpoint, at 
least one agent was suspicious. The near-
est McDonald’s was more than 60 miles 
south of the Falfurrias Border Patrol Sta-
tion. The agent thought, “It was unusual 
that someone would wait until the exact 
moment they got to the checkpoint to start 
eating.” The “suddenly hungry” man was 
found to be smuggling meth. Agents found 
three bundles taped to his legs. The man, 
a foreign citizen who was living in Austin, 
was sentenced to 7.5 years in federal pris-
on. (This gives new meaning to the phrase, 
“Big Mac attack.”)

“We Are Real Expressive and It Does 
Indicate Our True Sentiments”… “For-
ever in our hearts until we meet again, 
cherished memories, known as our son, 
brother, father, papa, uncle, friend, and 
cousin.” The message on a man’s tomb-
stone at the Warren-Powers Cemetery in 
Polk County, Iowa, reflects the sentiments 
of the family the 59-year-old left behind 
when he died last year. Unfortunately, the 
message within the message has out-
raged the community. It turns out that if 
one reads the first letter of each line ver-
tically, the phrase “F--- OFF” is revealed. 
The deceased man’s daughter said not 
only was the message intentional, but 
that her dad would have loved it: “It was 
a term of endearment. If he said that to 
you, it meant he liked you.” The board of 
trustees is organizing a legal response 
and “will not stop until the headstone is 
removed.” (I guess that he’s exercising 
his freedom of speech for the last time.)

He can now work security at strip 
clubs… A former Cincinnati police officer 
was fired for what was considered to be 
an inappropriate tattoo. The officer had 
“pure” across the knuckles of his right 
hand and “evil” on his left. After getting 
the tattoo, he was reassigned to work the 
impound lot “to limit his public exposure” 
and then was fired four months later. Cin-
cinnati police leadership wrote, “Officer 

[name’s] tattoos are a violation that is on-
going and permanent. Additionally, Officer 
[name’s] tattoos do not promote the pro-
fessional and neutral image of the Cincin-
nati Police Department and are injurious 
to the public trust.” The officer “showed 
remorsefulness” for obtaining the tattoo 
and acknowledged a lack of discretion. 
When confronted in a hearing, he chose 
not to get the tattoos removed because it 
would cost too much. (Nothing says “I’m 
here to help” like PURE EVIL written on 
your knuckles.)

“Hey, this would look awesome on 
the fireplace mantle”… A US family 
caused a bomb scare at Israel’s Ben Gu-
rion Airport after showing an unexploded 
artillery shell during a security check-in. 
They had picked up the ordnance on a 
visit to the Israeli Golan Heights, site of 
past wars between Israel and Syria. A 
member of the family produced the shell 
from their backpack and asked a securi-
ty official if it could be put in a suitcase. 
The official ordered the immediate vicin-
ity around her to be cleared, but anoth-
er passenger who misheard her started 
shouting, “Terrorists shooting,” which trig-
gered mass panic. The family was even-
tually allowed to board their flight after 
being interrogated by security who gave 
the all-clear. (Clark Griswold on his most 
recent family vacation…) P&SN
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 An alligator named Karen was rescued by police after a car chase in Michigan. The 
Lake County Sheriff’s Office tried to pull over a 40-year-old Oak Park man who was 
driving at a high rate of speed. When the driver fled the traffic stop, he was pursued. 
The chase ended when the car got stuck between two trees in Webber Township. 
“Karen” the alligator was a passenger in the car and tried to flee, police said, and was 
caught after a short scuffle. “Karen is not facing any charges at this time,” police said. 
“We believe she was an unwilling participant during the incident, nor do we believe 
she was ever in control of the vehicle.” The Oak Park man was arrested and is facing 
charges related to the chase. (If she was truly innocent, why did she try to flee?)

Poor Karen, now she’s dealing with  
reptile dysfunction… 
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Visit us at the IACP Conference – Booth #102


